




THIS SIDE FOR PROTEST COMMITTEE USE
Fill in and check as appropriate

Class: F Race: 5 Filing: 5
Heard together with numbers: 6

Withdrawal requested; signature: Withdrawal permitted
Protest or request for redress/reopening, rec'd within time limit Time limit extended

Protestor, or party requesting redress or reopening, represented by: Axel Mehnert (Heart of Gold)
Other party, or boat being considered for redress, represented by: Rod Neatherly (Northern Light)
Names of witnesses:
Interpreters: Remarks

Conflict of interest declared       Objections: Yes No
Written protest or request identifies incident
‘Protest’ hailed at first reasonable opportunity
No hail needed; protestee informed at first reasonable
Red flag conspicuously displayed at first reasonable opportunity

Protest or request valid; hearing will continue Protest or request invalid; hearing is closed

THIS SIDE FOR PROTEST COMMITTEE USE
Fill in and check as appropriate

Class: F Race: 5 Filing: 6
Heard together with numbers: 5

Withdrawal requested; signature: Withdrawal permitted
Protest or request for redress/reopening, rec'd within time limit Time limit extended

Protestor, or party requesting redress or reopening, represented by: Rod Neatherly (Northern Light)
Other party, or boat being considered for redress, represented by: Axel Mehnert  (Heart of Gold)
Names of witnesses: Cat Reining (NL), Jason Wells (NL)
Observer: Kirk McClelland Remarks

Conflict of interest declared       Objections: Yes No
Written protest or request identifies incident
‘Protest’ hailed at first reasonable opportunity
No hail needed; protestee informed at first reasonable
Red flag conspicuously displayed at first reasonable opportunity

Protest or request valid; hearing will continue Protest or request invalid; hearing is closed

FACTS FOUND:
1) Judge Mr. Molnar declared a possible conflict of interest as he was a neighbor of Mr. Neatherly
about ten years ago and sailed aboard Northern Light.
2) At the time of the incident the wind was 10-12 kts, seas were 2-3 ft and current was not a factor.
3) Northern Light (NL), a Santana 35 and Heart of Gold (HG), an Olson 911S, were broad reaching to a
leeward mark.
4) The boats were on starboard tack and overlapped at a distance more than two boat lengths for
some minutes with HG to windward of NL.
5) HG was sailing a slightly lower course and slightly faster.
6) HG advanced to a position where NL bow was only overlapped 1½ meters across HG transom line
and 2 meters to leeward. The gap between the boats expanded and contracted as the boats ‘traded
waves’.
7) NL hailed “leeward boat”.  A moment later HG responded “overlap” as she sighted her transom line
against the bow of NL.
8) HG changed course 10-15 degrees to windward in an attempt to clear her transom line ahead of NL.
Again sighting the bow of NL, she hailed “no overlap” as the transom line cleared the bow of NL.
9) HG resumed her course with NL’s bow now again across the HG transom line.
10) NL changed course 10-15 degrees to windward.
11) After 2-3 seconds, while still changing course to windward, the spinnaker of NL contacted the
backstay of HG.



12) There was no damage as a result of the contact.
13) Neither boat did a penalty turn.

14) After the original hearing closed, the PC decided it made a significant error and reopened the
deliberations under RRS 66 and added conclusion #5 which changed the decision.

Diagram of boat                                          endorsed by committee. Committee’s diagram is attached.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
CONCLUSIONS AND RULES THAT APPLY:
1) HG was a windward overlapped boat required to keep clear of NL. She failed to do so and thereby
broke RRS 11.
2) NL was a leeward right of way boat changing course toward HG. She was required to give HG room
to keep clear, failed to do so and thereby broke RRS 16.1.
3) As there was no damage as a result of the contact and NL was the right of way boat, she is
exonerated under RRS 14(b).
4) As there was on damage as a result of the contact and HG was entitled to room, she is exonerated
under RRS 14(b).
5) While HG was sailing within her room she broke a rule of section A as a result of NL breach of rule
16 and HG is entitled to exoneration under RRS 21.

DECISION:
Boats HG and NLare Boat NL is disqualified from race 5.

PROTEST COMMITTEE: Written decision requested
Members: Fred Molnar, Charlie Roskosz, Mike Gross (chair) When
Chairman’s signature: mikegross By whom
Date and Time: 6/29/17  2011 hrs Reopen:7/1/17 0900 hrs Date provided


